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Green Technology Part 2 (2015):
The Star:
Friday, 25 December 2015
Penang keen to reward green builders

Visitors looking at a model of the River Tropics green condominium project after the launch in
Seberang Jaya.
THE state is looking for more ways to reward developers who build green buildings, particularly on
the mainland. State Housing Committee chairman Jagdeep Singh Deo said the move would
encourage developers to embrace the Green Building Index (GBI) and other international green
ratings. “If a developer attains a GBI rating of gold and above, the Penang Island City Council will
return two-thirds of the development charges to the developer after construction is completed.”
Jagdeep said the refund could amount to several million and be a strong impetus for developers to
go green. “But there is no incentive for buildings on the mainland yet and now we have projects that
attain green ratings via other tools besides GBI. “I’ll be bringing this up at the exco meeting to widen
the green incentives for developers,” he said. Jagdeep announced this at the groundbreaking
ceremony of River Tropics in Seberang Jaya recently.
Developed by New Bob Group, it is the first green condominium project on the Penang mainland.
River Tropics received the Green Mark of Singapore’s Building and Construction Authority on top of
the GreenRE Gold certification from Real Estate and Housing Developers Association. “Because there
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are several green rating tools, I will have discussions with Rehda to consider recognising the tools
apart from GBI,” Jagdeep said.
New Bob Group director Dr Lee Ville said River Tropics would adopt all the required green building
technologies such as rain harvesting, waste recycling and energy-saving systems. “It was designed
with a lot of passion and appreciation for Mother Nature to minimise the impact on the
environment. “The windows in all 148 units will be positioned to let in maximum natural light and all
the paint used will have non-volatile organic compounds. “Residents will spend less money through
electricity and water savings,” Dr Lee said in his speech after launching the project at the sales office
beside the site in Taman Semilang. It is next to a Tesco Extra outlet and near Penang Bridge.
The project consists of 140 standard units and eight duplex units. The standard units range from
1,300 to 1,500sq ft while duplex units range from 2,300 to 2,700sq ft. Also present at the launch
were Seberang Jaya assemblyman Dr Afif Bahardin, New Bob chairman Datuk Leslie Lee, Rehda
Penang chairman Datuk Jerry Chan and Rehda Penang treasurer David Fong.
http://www.thestar.com.my/metro/community/2015/12/25/keen-to-reward-green-builders/

Thursday, 3 December 2015

Paving the way with green technology
BY KELLY TEY
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Green management: An aerial view of the Cypark Suria Pajam Renewable Energy Park in Negri
Sembilan.
THE Green Technology Financing Scheme (GTFS), spearheaded by the Energy, Green Technology and
Water Ministry has been extended until December 2017. Since the scheme was launched in 2010,
GTFS has provided funding to 206 projects to undertake green ventures in the energy, water and
waste management, building and transport sectors to drive sustainable development and the
nation’s growth. There are two categories available under GTFS – one for producers and the other
for users of green technologies. Currently, it has RM1.1bil available to interested parties, with loan
offers of up to RM50mil for producers and RM10mil for users of green technologies. To date, over
RM2.4bil worth of loans have been approved by financial institutions under the GTFS, successfully
helping businesses progress in projects of biogas, biomass power, hydropower, solar farms and
solar-BIPV systems, as well as composting dry fibre product, energy efficiency and waste recycling,
among others.
GTFS has been identified as a tool to accelerate expansion of the green technology industry in
Malaysia which provides easier access to financing which will enhance domestic direct investments
and increase the production of local green technology products. At the same time, it also supports
the expansion of local green SMEs and SMIs into the global market.
Meeting criteria
Through these GTFS-funded projects, a total of 3,084 green jobs have been created whilst 2.68
million tonnes in carbon dioxide emissions have been alleviated. With the contribution of over 26
participating financial institutions as well as through Islamic financing, the projects have a combined
value of RM4.5bil.

Solar panels can be fitted on the roofs of residential houses.
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Funding is given out to projects that comply with the requirements of financial institutions and meet
with the green technology criteria. The criteria included minimising degradation of environment,
zero or low greenhouse gas emission, safe for use and improves the environment for all life forms,
conserves energy and use of natural resources as well as promotes the use of renewable resources.
Producers have to be a registered Malaysian-owned company with at least 51% Malaysian
shareholders and financing is available for up to a maximum of RM50mil, with the tenure going up to
15 years. For users, the company must be a registered Malaysian-owned firm with at least 70%
Malaysian shareholders, and financing will be available for up to a maximum of RM10mil with tenure
of up to 10 years. GTFS offers a rebate of 2% per annum on interest or profit rates charged by
financing institutions and a government guarantee of up to 60% on the financed amount.
Notable projects
Some of the projects that have progressed upon receiving support from GTFS include the 8MW Solar
Farm project by Cypark Suria (Pajam) Sdn Bhd. This project reduces greenhouse gas emissions by
utilising renewable energy source via the common grid-connected solar farm. The RM110mil project
received a maximum loan of RM50mil from GTFS and is able to power approximately 10,000 basic
homes. Having received accolades from the Malaysia Book of Records as the Largest Grid-Connected
Solar Park and Most Number of Solar Panels on a Grid-Connected Solar Park, the solar farm now also
serves as a place for students to conduct research for the nation’s energy future.

Victory Recovery uses green technology at its plant to destruct toxic waste sludge from the water
treatment plant without direct heating or burning of material, resulting in no emission of dioxin and
furan into the atmosphere.
In the waste sector, Victory Recovery Sdn Bhd’s project on recycling electrical and electronic waste
by using a carbonator to treat metal hydroxide received RM2mil in loan support. The RM2.5mil
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project in Malacca was created to reduce pollutants such as carbon dioxide, carbon, nitrogen oxide,
dioxin and furan from being released into the atmosphere. At present, metal hydroxide is being
disposed through landfills, which causes leachate from toxic materials to leak out, or incineration,
which emits toxic gas through burning. By using the carbonator technology, such methods can be
minimised or prevented. Apart from environmental benefits, the cost of this technology is only 25%
of conventional recovery methods, and the residue in the end can be further melted into ingots,
thereby reducing consumption of fossil fuel and electricity. Based on the project size which has a
processing capacity of 8metric tonne (MT) per day, it can reduce about 13,817tC02 (tonne carbon
dioxide) per year.
Amanjaya Specialist Centre Sdn Bhd has also made strides with its three-storey green building.

.
The inverter rack at the solar PV plant in Pajam.
The first green hospital in the country, the 100-bed medical centre in Kedah received RM8.8mil
funding for its RM42mil project, which focuses on being energy efficient. It features improved indoor
environment quality, minimal environment impact by having sustainable site planning and
management such as using environmental building materials and ecological construction means.
Water efficient fittings, rainwater harvesting and water recycling for landscaping use are also
applied.
Amdac (M) Sdn Bhd’s supply of e-Buses to replace Rapid Malaysia’s fleet of 2,000 diesel-powered
buses is perhaps one of the most prominent green efforts in the transport sector. The RM28.75mil
project supports the production of e-Bus to meet the government’s plans to replace diesel-powered
buses by 2020. With RM5mil support from GTFS, the company’s project is ongoing, currently having
facilitated 15 units of electric buses for the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Sunway Line.
http://www.thestar.com.my/metro/smebiz/2015/12/03/paving-the-way-with-green-technologyfinancial-schemes-involving-green-technology-projects-create-mo/
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Saturday, 28 November 2015

Lukewarm reception to Cyberjaya green building scheme
BY FARAH FAZANNA ZULZAHA
DESPITE offering a 5% assessment rebate for buildings certified with the Green Building Index (GBI)
in Cyberjaya, only one building owner out of the 11 GBI-certified buildings had applied for the
scheme. Sepang Municipal Council (MPSepang) president Puasa Md Taib said that the council had
started the scheme in 2013 but the response was lukewarm. “We will send out an official letter to
invite them to participate in the scheme,” he said after chairing the council’s full board meeting
yesterday. He added that the scheme was to encourage developers to practise energy efficiency and
green technology in their buildings, as part of the council’s mission to be a low-carbon city. “The
building owners have to submit an application and we will appoint experts to inspect the building for
it to be qualified for the rebate,” he said.
Meanwhile, the council is also braced for floods during the monsoon season. “We have identified 10
flash flood hotspots in the Sepang district and our flood team under the Enforcement Department is
always on standby,” said Puasa. Some of the usual flooding areas are Pinggiran Cyber, Selangor
Science Park 2, Taman Mas, Pekan Salak and Desa Merpati. “Some of the areas are prone to flooding
because they are located in low areas and also situated near the river or sea,” he said. Puasa said the
council would work closely with its councillors to report on flooding.
http://www.thestar.com.my/metro/community/2015/11/28/lukewarm-reception-to-cyberjayagreen-building-scheme/

Thursday, 5 November 2015

Opt for sustainable concept
“SUSTAINABLE construction” is a simple idea but with a far-reaching impact on every person. The
Institution of Engineers Malaysia (IEM), which represents all fields of engineering, believes that
sustainability has been an issue of interest for all stakeholders in the engineering industry. We at
IEM would like to address its importance and the pressing need for Malaysia to adopt it with greater
vigour. In simple words, sustainable construction aims to meet present-day needs for housing,
working environment and infrastructure without compromising future needs. It is important to
incorporate sustainable consumption and production because it promotes economic growth without
compromising the environment or jeopardising the needs of future generations. This means efficient
use of natural resources, minimising use of hazardous substances, and reducing pollution and waste.
In Malaysia, the Government has been promoting sustainability initiatives since 2000 with many
pilot projects being initiated. At the Copenhagen 15th Conference of the Parties (COP-15), the
Malaysian Government committed to adopting an indicator of voluntary reduction of up to 40% in
terms of emissions intensity of GDP by the year 2020 compared to the 2005 levels. The Government
is aware of the need for sustainable construction and have initiated many sustainable and energyefficient programmes such as Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS), Small Renewable
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Energy Power Programme (SREP) by the Energy Commission (ST), Feed-in Tariff (FiT) by the
Sustainable Energy Development Authority Malaysia (Seda) and Building Sector Energy Efficiency
Project (BSEEP) by the Public Works Department (JKR).
However, the major challenge in implementing sustainability methods in the construction industry is
to achieve win-win outcomes in order to attain mutual benefits for the environment and the
industry’s economic cost benefits. By raising awareness among buyers to demand for sustainable
houses, housing developers will be pushed to improve specifications of their development projects
which should include certain sustainable elements to attract buyers. Long-term commercial
developments will eventually see the benefits of cost-saving in adopting sustainable construction
and green technologies, where the maintenance cost of the building and infrastructure will reduce in
the long run. All these would result in overall savings.
On the marketing side, developers can also promote the long-term cost savings of their
development that complies with the green rating that promotes energy efficiency. However, there
are still some obstacles towards the implementation of sustainable construction. Cost is still the
main priority of any development. Obviously, sustainable construction increases project cost.
Developers must be convinced that solving sustainability issues will add value to the development,
and the public should be prepared to pay a higher entry cost to enjoy such benefits. Unfortunately,
the industry still lacks understanding about sustainable construction. As such, more construction
players should be involved in sustainable construction and also be encouraged to deepen their
knowledge on the concept.
The Government should also play a more active role in promoting sustainable construction by, for
example, providing incentives to developers who would like to promote sustainability in their
project, and promoting new developments which adopt green technology by encouraging
developments with green rating. Tax incentives can be given to developers who achieve a certain
green rating. The Government may lead by example where it and GLC projects should specify green
rating, energy efficiency and sustainable construction as a requirement in project specifications as an
important strategy to ensure contractors adopt the concept of sustainable Construction. IEM has
been actively promoting the concept of sustainable construction among its members. We do this by
increasing their level of knowledge and awareness on this concept as well as sustainable
construction.
IEM will continue to organise training sessions on sustainable construction, energy efficiency and
green technology to disseminate knowledge on the latest techniques and technologies to our
members. This institution has also been actively engaging various stakeholders in government
agencies such the Energy Commission, Seda, JKR, Malaysian Industry-Government Group for High
Technology (MiGHT), Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN), Construction Industry
Development Board (CIDB), local councils and more to develop strategies for the nation’s
sustainability agenda.
The development of sustainable cities should place high importance on enhancing green-based
construction and optimising low carbon resources. Environment-friendly practices such as green
buildings, green lifestyles, and sustainable consumption and production should be embedded in the
development of sustainable cities. Sustainability is not just about green and efficient cities.
Sustainability refers to the efficient use of limited resources such as water, land, energy and other
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raw materials, and holistic management of residues – solid waste, effluents or emitted gases.
Sustainability is about you, about us, and about our future generations. Let’s join hands to work for
our future together.
http://www.thestar.com.my/opinion/letters/2015/11/05/opt-for-sustainable-concept/

Monday, 2 November 2015

Budget a mixed bag for SMEs (For full article click the link below)
BY HO WAH FOON
After all, there are more than 660,000 SMEs in the country. And the sector, which contributes 36%
to GDP, has created more than 60% of the country’s jobs. Goods produced by the sector account for
19% of Malaysia’s exports. “The priority is wrong. More should be given to help the economy during
these trying times,” he argues. “It is not as if we are going to war. The Government should
differentiate between what we need (for the country) and what we want.” While manufacturers
may be unhappy over the wages issue, they welcome the extension of the reinvestment allowance
for another three years. The move will encourage companies to reinvest, upgrade and expand
businesses.
For the emerging green sector, the allocation of RM1.2bil for the extension of green technology
financing scheme until end-2017 is good news. Due to fewer allocations and incentives for SMEs and
entrepreneurship next year compared to this year, financial portal I-Money opines that the focus of
Budget 2016 is “definitely” not on SMEs and entrepreneurs. According to I-Money’s compilation,
allocations directly linked to existing SMEs in Budget 2016 total only RM2.17bil, vastly down from
Budget 2015’s RM5.29bil. And the grand total for entrepreneurship is RM6.26bil, RM260mil less
than the previous RM6.52bil.
http://www.thestar.com.my/metro/smebiz/focus/2015/11/02/budget-a-mixed-bag-for-smes/

Tuesday, 20 October 2015 | MYT 12:58 AM

RM61.7m investments approved in services sector in first half
MALACCA: Investments amounting to RM61.7bil in 2,071 projects in the services sector were
approved by the Malaysian Investment Development Authority (Mida) in the first half of the year.
Mida deputy chief executive officer Datuk N. Rajendren said domestic investment accounted for
RM54.3bil while foreign investments made up the remainder. “These approved projects are
expected to create more than 60,000 employment opportunities and add a new dimension to the
economy,” he said at a seminar on “Investment Opportunities in Healthcare, Hospitality and Green
Technology” in Malacca on Tuesday.
Rajendren said Malacca attracted RM6.7bil in approved investments in the manufacturing and
services sectors in the first half of the year. “This includes RM483.9mil in the healthcare, hospitality
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and green technology,” he said. Under the 11th Malaysia Plan, healthcare, eco-tourism and green
technology sectors were among the knowledge intensive and high-value added industries identified
as game changers to propel the country to greater heights, Rajendren added. – Bernama
http://www.thestar.com.my/business/business-news/2015/10/20/rm62m-investments-approvedin-services-sector-in-first-half/

Monday, 19 October 2015 | MYT 2:23 AM

Selangor amps up move for low carbon city initiatives
BY PRIYA MENON
Five local councils in Selangor have been selected to adopt a Low Carbon City Framework (LCCF) by
2017. Selangor Environment Committee chairman Elizabeth Wong said the councils were selected in
line with the state's vision to ensure Selangor takes the lead in low carbon city initiatives. The five
selected councils are Petaling Jaya City Council (MBPJ) Shah Alam City Council (MBSA), Subang Jaya
Municipal Council (MPSJ), Klang Municipal Council (MPK) and the Sepang Municipal Council. "These
five councils are ahead in low carbon efforts but the others have indicated their interest as well,"
said Wong.
She added that all 12 local councils and district councils will adopt the LCCF BY 2020 and by 2030,
hoping they will be internationally recognised as green cities. Wong said this during the launch of
the International Conference on Shah Alam Towards Low Carbon City 2030 in Glenmarie earlier
today. She also announced that the initiative was part of the seven policies of the newly established
Green Technology Committee. Wong said that Malaysia GreenTech Corporation a company fully
owned by the Energy Green Technology and Water Minister is also offering Selangor 160 Electric
Vehicle Charger stations for free till 2016. "The offer is open to corporations and companies who
want to set up the stations at their car parks," she added.
http://www.thestar.com.my/metro/community/2015/10/19/selangor-amps-up-move-for-lowcarbon-city-initiatives/
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Monday, 19 October 2015

Aiming to be model green state
BY R. SEKARAN

(From right) Mukhriz and Dr Ongkili posing with a copy of the Kedah Green Agenda during the
Langkawi International Smart Green Cities Forum in Langkawi. With them is Hamim (left).
KEDAH has unveiled a Green Agenda to strategically position itself as a model green state and to
strengthen commitment to deliver high impact socio-economic results. It comprises 14 action plans
including strategies and initiatives on human capital development, developing a Centre of Excellence
for Solar Technology, enhancing sustainable energy management, installing LEDs in state
government Buildings, encouraging the adoption of Government Green Procurement, deploying
Green Data Centres and Green Data Recovery Centres, incorporating solar rooftop for people’s
housing, the adoption of a Government Electric Vehicle Fleet, increasing EV Infrastructure and
promoting sustainable waste management.
The unveiling ceremony by Mentri Besar Datuk Seri Mukhriz Mahathir during the Langkawi
International Smart Green Cities Forum on Saturday was witnessed by Energy, Green Technology
and Water Minister Datuk Seri Panglima Dr Maximus Ongkili and Natural Resources and
Environment Deputy Minister Datuk Hamim Samuri. “The seeds of Kedah’s green transformation
have already been planted with the state emerging as one of the major solar photovoltaic
manufacturers in the world,” said Mukhriz during the ceremony.
Developed in partnership with Malaysian Green Technology Corporation (GreenTech Malaysia), the
Kedah Green Agenda is part of the 11th Malaysia Plan and Kedah Strategic Plan 2014-2018, aimed at
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boosting socio-economic growth. He added that towards this end, the state would be working
closely with GreenTech Malaysia, whose vast knowledge and expertise in the field of green
technology would be crucial to the successful implementation of Green Agenda.
Dr Ongkili said the collaboration between the state government and GreenTech Malaysia was timely
as Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak aspires for Langkawi to be the first low-carbon island
by 2030. GreenTech Malaysia CEO Ahmad Hadri Haris said he was encouraged by the state’s
commitment to become a role model for green practices as demonstrated by the introduction of the
agenda.
http://www.thestar.com.my/metro/community/2015/10/19/aiming-to-be-model-green-statekedah-launches-action-plan-to-yield-high-impact-results/

Tuesday, 13 October 2015

Future projects to be centred around LRT (For full article click the link below)
BY ONG ING YEEN
TOD is designed to maximise access to public transport, while TED as defined by the guidelines are
development projects not more than 400m from an MRT or LRT station. MPSJ president Datuk Nor
Hisham Dahlan said Subang Jaya was moving towards TOD. “The objective is to reduce congestion
and carbon footprint in line with the MPSJ Green City 2030 action plan. “Previously, the plot ratio
was lower at 1:4, but with the new guidelines, developers can build higher if they can fulfil the
criteria,” he said, adding that the council had already received applications from developers under
the new guidelines.
The action plan, Nor Hisham said was a combination of the MPSJ Local Plan 2020, MPSJ Strategic
Plan 2013-2030, MPSJ Traffic and Trans-portation Study 2013 and Low-Carbon Cities Framework.
The Malaysian Green Technology Corporation will rate the proposed projects for the Low-Carbon
Cities Framework aspect.
http://www.thestar.com.my/metro/community/2015/10/13/future-projects-to-be-centred-aroundlrt-new-subang-jaya-municipal-council-guidelines-allow-for-cons/
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Saturday, 3 October 2015

Nurturing green interest

Ongkili at the launch of the EU Pavilion.
THE recent International Greentech & Eco Products Exhibition and Conference Malaysia (IGEM) 2015
exceeded expectations with a confirmed record of close to RM2bil in business leads generated, the
highest in the past five years. IGEM 2015 was organised by the Energy, Green Technology and Water
Ministry (KeTTHA) with co-organiser Malaysian Green Technology Corporation (GreenTech
Malaysia). Its strategic partners included the Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA)
and Malaysian Exhibition Services Sdn Bhd. The four-day event attracted participants from among
top government officials, leading innovators, aspiring entrepreneurs, keen students and the public
from more than 50 countries.
Energy, Green Technology and Water Minister Datuk Seri Dr Maximus Johnity Ongkili was pleased
that IGEM 2015 had exceeded its targeted RM1.2bil in business leads despite concerns over the
current global economic situation. “The outcome showed that IGEM 2015 managed to generate
RM1.98bil in business leads. Based on feedback from exhibitors, there was better quality of visitors
to IGEM and the visitors also found the exhibits more focused. “From the RM1.98bil, the MIDA
business consultation generated the most business leads at RM1.26bil or about 64%, proving that
Malaysia’s focus on green technology to drive the green economy has the support of the local and
international industry,” Ongkili said.
The impressive business leads were also contributed by the Matrade International Business
Matching, MIGHT’s Investor Connect Workshop and One-to-one Bizmatch Programme as well as the
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series of memorandum of understanding (MoU) signed during the exhibition and conference. Some
of the MoUs affirmed during IGEM 2015 included agreements between the Malaysian and the
Cambodian governments to exchange knowledge and expertise in developing green technology
sectors.
GreenTech Malaysia also inked several partnerships to fast-track the roll out of electric vehicle (EV)
charging stations in Malaysia and encourage a shift to clean transportation, among other things.
“The green technology sector is a very dynamic industry with continuing innovations and
advancements. “To keep abreast of these rapid developments, strategic partnerships form the key
that enables green entrepreneurs to flourish and truly unlock the potential of green technology,”
said GreenTech Malaysia chairman Tan Sri Peter Chin Fah Kui.
IGEM 2015 also featured several conferences including the Green Financing Forum themed
“Unleashing Public and Private Finance for Growth”, which was jointly organised by GreenTech
Malaysia and IBFIM. Another key conference held during IGEM was the 3rd E-Mobilia World, Asean’s
premier sustainable mobility conference organised by GreenTech Malaysia, Koelnmesse and the
Conference on Energy Efficient Technologies in Malaysia organised by Asean’s Centre of Energy. To
encourage and nurture green interest among youths, KeTTHA’s Yayasan Hijau Malaysia (YaHijau), via
the YaHijau Green Youth Programme, invited 500 students to participate during the final day of
IGEM 2015.
During IGEM, Ongkili also presented awards to booths based on creative designs which incorporated
eco-materials. The first prize for the smaller booths was awarded to DRB-Hicom Environmental
Services Sdn Bhd, followed by IHI Corporation and Malaysia Timber Industry Board. For the bigger
booths, the best booth was Hitachi Asia Malaysia Sdn Bhd, followed by Korea Environment Industry
and Technology Institute in second and Tenaga Nasional Bhd in third place.
http://www.thestar.com.my/metro/smebiz/news/2015/10/03/nurturing-green-interest-fourdayexhibition-and-conference-generates-almost-rm2bil-in-business-leads/

Published: Wednesday September 9, 2015 MYT 12:00:00 AM
Updated: Wednesday September 9, 2015 MYT 7:46:32 AM

Out to green manufacturing
THE Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) is urging local manufacturers to green their
factories’ operations and production processes to maintain their competitiveness in view of
increasingly discerning consumers both locally and globally. FMM, which is working with coating
solutions provider Nippon Paint Malaysia Group, is aiming for 100 green factories by the year 2020.
“Our message to Malaysian manufacturers is simple, the long-term benefits of implementing green
and sustainable practices far outweigh the cost. We need to adopt a long-term viewpoint so we can
begin nurturing conditions for the transformation towards a green economy.
“Green factories are one of the key drivers that contribute to economic efficiency and
environmental sustainability as the industrial sector consumes 40% of the final energy use in
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Malaysia,” said FMM council member Datuk Mizanur Rahman Ghani at the recent FMM-Nippon
Paint Green Factory Seminar 2015. The seminar brought together experts on green buildings in
Malaysia and included case studies as well as lectures on regulatory standards pertinent to
sustainable manufacturing. Speakers included Green Building Index Accreditation Panel (GBIAP)
chairman Von Kok Leong, GBIAP co-chairman Chen Thiam Leong and Malaysian Green Building
Confederation (MGBC) honorary secretary Ahmad Izdihar.
The Green Building Index (GBI) is one of Malaysia’s green rating tools for buildings and towns. It was
created to promote sustainability in the built-up environments while taking into consideration
Malaysia’s tropical climate, environmental and developmental context, cultural and social needs.
The GBI Industrial Existing Building and New Constructions Rating Tools cover six criteria – energy
efficiency, indoor environmental quality, sustainable site planning and management, materials and
resources, water efficiency, and innovation. “We are targeting 100 green factories over the next five
years. We are confident that the soon-to-be-announced tax exemption for green-related
investments will bode well for more sustainable buildings in Malaysia. Green factories make efficient
use of resources, have significant operational savings and the ability to increase workplace
productivity.
“Green factories also reduce the impact on human health and the environment during building
lifecycles, through better siting, design, construction, operation, maintenance and removal. With
existing factories constituting more than 90% of the building stock in Malaysia, there is a greater
need towards this direction for both existing as well as new factories. “However, the common
barriers to the greening of the industrial sector include a lack of awareness on the investment outlay
and payback period. The investment outlay includes the renovation cost, the training cost, or even
the consultancy fee. Cost should not be seen as a barrier towards greening a factory. On average,
most industrial clients have a payback period of a few years, but the long-term positive impact to the
environment is immeasurable,” said Von.
Currently, about 150mil sq ft has been officially certified by GBI in Malaysia, encompassing
industrial, commercial as well as residential buildings. Since 2012, 32 industrial building projects in
Malaysia had applied for Green Factory certification, of which 10 have been successfully certified todate. Over the last decade, there has been a push from consumers and the public, both locally and
internationally, for manufacturers to adopt sustainable and green manufacturing process. “Targeting
the industrial sector, especially with the GBI Industrial Tool, will bring about a positive impact in
lowering the nation’s energy consumption. This is of course in addition to other benefits of green
buildings such as health and well-being of the building’s users, which results in better productivity
and bottom-lines,” said MGBC president Sarly Adre Sarkum.
He added, “MGBC, as part of the established member of the World Green Building Council, is fully
committed to spearhead awareness, education and implementation efforts as well as assist similar
efforts by other allied bodies to bring about positive change in the environmental and sustainability
value chain of the country. At the seminar, Nippon Paint shared the use of coatings as part of the
greening process for factories. “Nippon Paint has always been driven by our Total Green Solution
philosophy to pioneer sustainable innovations for buildings. For us, paint is more than just colours.
In addition to aesthetic, Nippon Paint has a line of coatings that can provide significant functional
benefits for any buildings – not just for homes but also for offices, malls or factories,” said Nippon
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Paint Malaysia Group group general manager Gladys Goh. She added, “We also have developed
coatings that are able to reduce building surface temperature by up to 5°C.
“This enables factories to save in terms of air-conditioning and ultimately, electricity usage. Some of
our coatings also have the functional capabilities to improve indoor environmental quality, which is a
key criterion of GBI. “Nippon Paint also delivers coatings which are able to cover any existing
surfaces such as factory floorings, tiles or glass with textured or protective coatings, giving them a
new look without engaging resources to dismantle them. “This significantly reduces wastage and
impact to the environment, plus cost savings too. Mizanur added that Malaysia’s ability to measure,
manage and reduce carbon emission would present the industry with wider opportunities in the
medium to long term to achieve better business benefits through strengthening of its reputation as
a responsible manufacturer, offering sustainable products and services especially in the highly
competitive global market. “Indeed, the task of balancing the need to protect overall public health
and environment while promoting economic development requires concerted effort from the
industry, Government as well as the society,” Mizanur concluded.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/SMEBiz/News/2015/09/09/Out-to-green-manufacturingBusinesses-urged-to-consider-benefits-of-ecofriendly-buildings/
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Seminar to promote adoption of green buildings in Malaysia
BY EMILY K.
Nippon Paint Malaysia Group is encouraging owners of factories to move towards greener buildings
through its Green Factory Seminar 2015. Jointly organised by the Federation of Malaysian
Manufacturers (FMM), the seminar aims to instil and promote the adoption of green buildings
criteria and strengthening green certification among manufacturers in Malaysia. FMM
Environmental Management Committee chairman Datuk Mizanur Rahman Ghani said the
manufacturing sector was fully aware of the need to be efficient in their overall operation on a daily
basis.
However, some manufacturers need some assistance because of lack of resources and expertise to
carry out the initiative. “We need to overcome these barriers and adopt a long-term plan so that we
can transform towards a greener, more efficient economy,” said Mizanur, adding that the industrial
sector consumes about 50% of the national electrical consumption. “We hope to educate and
encourage owners to use the appropriate mechanisms and tools to address these concerns if we
want to meet Malaysia’s pledge of reducing its carbon intensity up to 40% by year 2020, using 2005
emission levels as its base year,” said Mizanur.
Green Building Index Accreditation Panel (GBIAP) chairman Ar Von Kok Leong said whether or not a
building is considered green is based on the Green Building Index (GBI), Malaysia’s green rating tool
created to promote sustainability in the built-environment. “It’s important that the industrial sector,
especially old buildings, practise green buildings to minimise energy wastage while maximising
output for the betterment of our environment because they constitute over 90% of the building
stock,” said Ar Von. He added that 32 industrial building projects had applied for the certification, of
which 10 are fully certified.
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“With initiatives by the Government, FMM, Malaysia Green Building Council (MGBC) and Nippon
Paint Malaysia Group, we hope to see Malaysia as a leader in sustainable production,” said Ar Von,
adding that there were different factory requirements for new and existing buildings. Nippon Paint
Malaysia Group general manager Gladys Goh said environmental sustainability had always been
Nippon’s business philosophy. “We want to educate the public that paint can be sustainable,
especially with ultra-low Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in our paint. Our solution is not just
eco-friendly but also safe for occupants,” said Goh. Green buildings focus on increasing the efficiency
of resources use such as energy, water and materials while reducing building impact on human
health and the environment. Besides that, they are also designed to recycle materials and minimise
the emission of toxic substances throughout its life cycle.
“Since all stakeholders are interdependent, we look forward to more public-private and privateprivate collaborations in addressing sustainable consumption and production issues,” said Mizanur.
Featuring speakers from GBIAP and MGBC, the seminar will be held at Nippon Paint Re:Think
Re:Create Expo in Taman Perindustrian Subang Utama, Shah Alam on tomorrow. For details, call
FMM at 03-62867200
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/08/26/Towards-a-greener-future-Seminar-topromote-adoption-of-green-buildings-in-Malaysia/
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Awarded for their green dreams
BY MENG YEW CHOONG
GREENBUILDINGINDEX Sdn Bhd was honoured by the Malaysian Green Technology Corporation
(GreenTech Malaysia). The company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Pertubuhan Arkitek Malaysia
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(PAM) and the Association of Consulting Engineers Malaysia (ACEM). PAM and ACEM set up
Greenbuildingindex in 2009 to spur the development of environmentally-sensitive buildings through
a rating system that ranks a building’s performance using a checklist. Raja Muda of Selangor Tengku
Amir Shah Sultan Sharafuddin handed out the award at a black- tie gala dinner that honoured
Malaysia’s Top 30 Green Catalysts for 2014.
Also recognised were the Royal Malaysian Police, Malakoff Corporation Bhd, PenjanaBebas, Subang
Jaya Municipal Council, Tan Chong Motors, Bandar Eco-Setia Sdn Bhd, Maybank Bhd, Panasonic
Malaysia Sdn Bhd and Malaysia Airports Holdings Bhd, as well as individuals such as Gurmit Singh of
the Centre for Environment, Technology & Development Malaysia (Cetdem), Ruth Yeoh of YTL
Corporation, Tan Sri Eddy Chen of MKH Bhd and The Star’s environment editor Tan Cheng Li.
Chair of the Green Building Index (GBI) Accreditation Panel Von Kok Leong received the award on
behalf of GBI. In its citation, GreenTech Malaysia said GBI has been catalysing Malaysia’s green
movement by actively engaging infrastructure industries to educate and advocate sustainable
building practices. “GBI has opened the doors to green buildings by championing and making
information on sustainable development more easily accessible than ever before. “GBI has driven
sustainable development in Malaysia to new heights with over 282 accredited green buildings with a
total gross floor area of 11.8 million sq m to date.
“Thanks in large part to GBI’s prominent role, these numbers are on a steady rise as more and more
Malaysian developers realise the importance of embracing green building practices with the aim of
creating a more environmentally sustainable nation. “To this end, GBI’s continuous support within
the building industry is truly exemplary and their efforts are indeed deserving of recognition,” said
GreenTech Malaysia, which also recently appointed Greenbuildingindex as a verification body for its
MyHijau Mark Programme. MyHijau Mark is a registry of products, equipment, systems as well as
service and systems providers that have been verified by GreenTech Malaysia to meet Malaysian
and international environment and ecological standards.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/04/27/Awarded-for-their-green-dreamsCompany-recognised-for-encouraging-more-ecofriendly-buildings-in-Mala/
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Mahdzir: RM2.02bil approved under Green Technology Financing Scheme
Wednesday, 15 April 2015
PUTRAJAYA: A total of RM2.02 billion was approved to finance 165 projects under the Green
Technology Financing Scheme (GTFS) as of Dec 31 last year, said Energy, Green Technology and
Water Deputy Minister, Datuk Seri Mahdzir Khalid. The government introduced the GTFS on Jan 1,
2010 with a RM3.5 billion fund for five years to support green technology in Malaysia. Mahdzir said
the use of Renewable Energy (RE)among individuals and companies could help boost government
efforts to develop the green technology sector, while guaranteeing energy efficiency.
His ministry, he added, was undertaking various initiatives through the Sustainable Energy
Development Authority Malaysia (SEDA Malaysia) to encourage the use of RE by various groups.
"SEDA is focusing on RE such as Solar, Biogas, Biomas and Mini Hidro through the provision of quotas
for individuals or companies applying to produce RE," he told Bernama.
Mahdzir said this includes implementation of the feed-in tariff (FiT) system, a mechanism that
encourages individuals and companies, to participate in generating electricity from RE sources and
consequently contribute to uplifting the green technology sector. "Apart from providing an income
to those concerned through the sale of the electricity generated to Tenaga Nasional Bhd, it will also
help reduce electricity usage on the national grid," he added. He said the government was now
evaluating more innovative green financing methods, so as to not burden green technology industry
players, from the aspect of finance to develop the sector. "The main obstacle to developing and
applying green technology is access to financing. "A lot of small medium enterprises face a challenge
in securing funding due to a number of factors, such as lacking a financial track record and weak
credit rating. "Access to financing is key to developing SMEs. As such, close cooperation between
financial institutions, businesses and government agencies with my ministry, is very important in
realising the global call for green technology," he added.
On the Green Building Index (GBI), Mahdzir said as of last November, one million square feet of
buildings in the country, had received the certification. The GBI is Malaysia's industry recognised
green rating tool to promote sustainability in the built environment and raise awareness among
developers, architects, engineers, planners, designers, contractors and the public about
environmental issues and their responsibility to future generations. – Bernama
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2015/04/15/Mahdzie-RM2-02bil-approvedunder-Green-Technology-Financing-Scheme/?style=biz
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UCTS buildings designed to keep out heat, save energy
BY ANDY CHUA
GOING into University College of Technology Sarawak (UCTS), one might wonder why the five front
buildings were built in such a way that they are slanting forward. According to its vice chancellor,
Prof Datuk Dr Abdul Hakim Juri, the buildings were designed and built purposely in such manner so
as to prevent the scotching afternoon heat from going in. “It is one of the characteristics of our
green building design. The buildings are aligned and slanting from East to West so that we can
prevent heat from coming in. This way, the buildings will stay cooler inside and if air-condition units
are to be used, we do not need to set them to high running capacity,” he said. At the end of the day,
it is a great saving in energy consumption for the university.
The futuristically-designed campus and state-of-the-art facilities of the university, which incorporate
planning, design and green architecture simultaneously and effectively, have resulted in a fully
integrated, comfortable, user-friendly and conducive teaching and learning environment for
students and lecturers. Due to its environmentally-friendly buildings and couple with its effort to
conserve energy, the university has been become the first in the world to be platinum-rated for the
Green Buiding Index (GBI) award. “The minimum mark to qualify for the award is 86. We managed to
score 87 marks. We are still waiting from GBI Accreditation Panel (GBIAP) to announce when the
ceremony to present the award to us will be held,” he said.
The GBI rating system is regulated by GBIAP, an independent committee consisting of PAM (Malaysia
Architect Organisation) and Association of Consulting Engineers Malaysian (ACEM) professionals.
Abdul Hakim said overall their buildings were also greener as they used “environmentally-friendy
building materials”. The glass in every building is double-glazed which helps in preventing heat from
going into the building. Such glass is widely used in Europe but for a reversal role which is to prevent
heat from going out during winter. He said in the construction of the campus, they had also
incorporated green technology into the buildings as it was not sufficient just to have an
environmentally-friendly design and building material to preserve energy and the environment.
“We are now using 50% less energy than any normal building as our buildings have double-grazing
glass to conserve energy. Our buildings are also fitted with Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) to reduce
energy consumption. With motion sensors, lights would automatically switch on and off when a
person walks under it,” he said. The university is also harvesting rain water and storing it in the pond
in front of the university. The water collected will be recycled for air conditioning and flushing of
toilets. Further to that the water from the toilets will again be recycled for gardening use. UCTS was
built on a 95-acre site after the groud-breaking ceremony on Sept 16, 2012. It currently has a total of
685 students and when the campus is fully completed in the next two to three years’ time, it could
accommodate up to 5,000 students at a time.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/03/27/Slanting-for-a-purpose-UCTSbuildings-designed-to-keep-out-heat-save-energy/
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Mixed residential project to take shape at Putra Heights
BY KELLY TEY
AN AREA that was once a granite quarry has been re-imagined and the result is the Marvelane
Homes by the Lake mixed residential project. Located in Putra Heights, the development by
Marvelane Sdn Bhd spans a 9.3ha site. Upon completion, the grounds will be home to 157 units of
premium residences that will surround the 6.5ha quarry-turned-lake, which is the focal point of the
entire development. Marvelane Sdn Bhd managing director Ong Choon Hock said the project’s
planning and design was inspired by the lake, and was also the basis for the 20 waterfront villas.
“The villas are one-of-a-kind in the sense that it builds right up to the water’s edge with a deck that
cantilevers over the lake. “Providing homeowners with direct access to the lake creates a resort-like
living environment,” said Ong. To enhance the living experience at the villas, Ong said the company
would be introducing water-related activities at the lake. The lake, according to Ong, has achieved
Class One water quality certification, which makes it safe for skin contact and is about 60m deep.
The company worked closely with architecture firm Garis Architects for the design of the
development, which focuses on Marvelane’s M360 philosophy. Marvelene marketing manager Dede
Pong Wai Ling explained that it had eight clean elements as a guideline where the planning, design
and building of its projects are based on. The elements are ambience, quality, design and
technology, security and community, amenities and facilities, sustainability, fair value, as well as
location and accessibility. “Essentially, it’s an approach where we take into account what people
look for, and not what we think people are looking for,” she said.
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The development is a short distance from important locations such as education facilities, malls, as
well as the up-and-coming LRT stations. “It is located between stations 11 and 12 and would be only
one station away from the interchange,” Ong explained. Two of the important certifications the
development is in the midst of getting are the GBI Gold for township as well as the GBI Silver for
buildings. Pong noted that to achieve the stringent certifications, the company must meet high
standards on criteria such as energy efficiency, water conservation and environment quality. The
company has scheduled the work for phase one of the developments to commence in June, followed
by phase two in the third quarter of this year, tentatively.
Phase one will include 40 Semi-D units, two bungalows and four cluster homes while phase two will
comprise the waterfront villas, six townhouses and 85 units of residences over two blocks of
condominiums. Both phases are likely to be completed in two years. The total gross development
value for Marvelane Homes by the Lake is approximately RM400mil.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/03/24/Chance-to-own-a-lakeside-homeMixed-residential-project-to-take-shape-at-Putra-Heights/
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Go green to reduce city’s temperature
BY SARLY ADRE
WE ALL have probably heard the familiar lament among older urbanites that today’s generation has
been spoiled by modern comforts and technologies. For example, in the past, cars did not even
come with air-conditioning yet people were still comfortable. Unfortunately, the change we are
feeling is all too real and it has been shown that urbanisation causes temperature in developed areas
to increase dramatically. As cities become larger in size, it actually creates its own microclimate. This
is due to the materials that we use to build our cities such as concrete, bricks and glass, which have a
higher degree of heat retention as opposed to the original natural vegetation from the forest. You
will probably notice that a brick wall will continue to radiate heat accumulated during the day well
into the night.
Hence the complaints of many single-storey terrace house owners that they cannot sleep without
some form of air-conditioning. Imagine this heating process happening on a larger, city-wide scale.
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Imagine how much heat is released into the general atmosphere. I am sure all of you have
experienced this situation before — after rainfall on a hot afternoon, you would expect the
temperature to drop but when you actually get out of your house or car, it seems even hotter than
before. This is due to the tarmac or asphalt on the roads releasing heat via the rainwater, as most of
the water is evaporated. The release of heat as well as the increase in humidity will actually make it
hotter.
The retained heat is not the only problem with regard to the urban heat island effect. The
reflectance of heat towards the atmosphere is another. Generally, all surfaces reflect heat
differently and this is known as the albedo. Albedo, simply put, is the measure of the reflectivity of
the earth’s surface. When we build a city, we change the general albedo of an area and the use of
glass, especially, increases the reflectance of surfaces.

In the extreme, when coupled with unfortunate design, it can be as serious as the case of the car
being melted by the concave surface of the “Walkie-Talkie” shaped building in Eastcheap, London.
The car owner had parked his car in the street, and when he returned about two hours later, he
found that parts of his car, including the wing mirror and badge, had melted. Of course, this is in an
extreme case as we would normally feel the reflecting heat as a distinct discomfort, rather than
something more serious. According to studies done by several universities, the range of temperature
differences between a tropical city like Kuala Lumpur and the forested areas of the same region can
be as much as 4 to 6°C. This is a huge difference and the impact is not just general discomfort but
also the immense increase in energy needed to cool many of the buildings and vehicles in these
urban areas. We are losing millions of ringgit in energy costs and with the price of energy increasing,
the cost will only get higher.
This is why government efforts and green rating tools such as the Green Building Index (GBI) all
promote certain measures to reduce the urban heat island effect. Among the most frequently
mentioned measures are:
• Increasing tree and vegetative cover whenever possible. There should be more softscape rather
than hardscape in the landscape of a development. Even hardscaped areas can be softened by using
products such as grassed pavers, or by using low heat retention materials;
• Creating green roofs (also called “rooftop gardens” or “eco-roofs”). Green roofs are not only good
for preventing the green island effect but actually helps insulate the building;
• Using cool/low thermal retention materials for everything. This applies to paving, streetscape roofs
and other such elements which are exposed to solar radiation; and
• Using lighter colours whenever available. This again applies to all elements of the urbanscape from
buildings to landscaping. Roofs and walls should be painted in lighter colours. This even applies to
roads. By using pavements with light-coloured concrete mix or replacing asphalt with light-coloured
alternatives, our cities may be able to lower average temperatures.
Of course, the best form of mitigation is prevention and planning. When we plan new communities,
we need to look into planning for reduction of the heat island effect. Tools such as the GBI township
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tool help to ascertain areas of emphasis that need to be looked at. Communities and new townships
need to be planned right from the start to fight the urban heat island effect as to do it in hindsight is
far more costly and requires a far greater effort. Community planning should be interspersed with
areas of parks and bodies of water to ensure the local microclimate is suitably balanced.
Good city planning and heat island mitigation efforts have multiple interrelated benefits, including
cleaner air, improved human health and comfort, reduced energy costs, and lower greenhouse gas
emissions. A disturbing trend nowadays is the conversion of urban parks and greenery into new
developments due to the value of the land they sit on. Local authorities need to take this
consideration more seriously and prevent green areas already allocated for parks and open areas
from being developed. Local communities should rally together and create a groundswell of
education and a change of mindset with regard to the environment. Let us together try to stop the
mass culling of trees in our urban greenery and conversion of previously pockets of green space in
the name of progress and urban renewal.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Views/2015/03/10/Go-green-to-reduce-citys-temperatureImpact-of-urban-heat-island-costing-us-millions-in-effort-to-co/
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Solar farm boosts Malaysia’s renewable energy supply
BY TAN CHENG LI
Country’s latest solar farm one of the most resource-efficient in the world.
Glinting glass panels that harness sunlight and convert it into energy is an increasingly common sight
as Malaysia charts a path towards renewable energy. A field of these solar cells recently emerged in
Malacca’s newly developed state administrative centre of Hang Tuah Jaya in Ayer Keroh. The panels,
all 29,092 of them, form the latest solar farm in the country and generate enough energy to power
1,800 houses every day. The 8MW facility, called Kompleks Hijau Solar, is developed and operated
by renewable energy company Gading Kencana. Company managing director Datuk Guntor Tobeng
says aside from generating renewable energy, the solar farm supports Malacca’s goal to be a green
state. It started feeding solar power into the national grid in mid-December. Under the Feed-in Tariff
(FiT) scheme, the company will be paid 80sen per kilowatt hour of electricity. It received its first
payment of RM900,000 last month.
Launched in late 2011, the FiT scheme enables companies and house-owners to produce renewable
energy from four sources – solar photovoltaic, biogas (from organic waste, landfill and sewage
sludge), biomass (agricultural waste and garbage) and small hydropower – and sell it to the grid.
Gading Kencana has been involved in solar street lighting, solar hybrid systems in rural areas, energy
audits and installation of residential and industrial solar photovoltaic (PV) systems. Its projects
include a 2MW rooftop PV system for PEPS-JV Malaysia in Batang Kali, Selangor, and a 546kW
rooftop PV system for Bosch in Penang.
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Guntor says its new solar farm can generate 10,120MWh of electricity annually and is projected to
generate RM8mil annually. It will avoid carbon emissions amounting to 136,700 tonnes over 21
years (the duration of the FiT scheme). “This is equivalent to what is emitted by 30 jets flying every
day from KL to London and back, for five and a half years.” He says the solar farm is deemed to be
one of the most resource-efficient in the world, as it produces 1MW per 0.6ha (1.5 acres) against the
worldwide norm of 1MW per 2ha (5 acres). This impressive yield emerged from a setback – the
actual land area turned out to be smaller than on paper. Guntor had purchased 7.06ha (17.66 acres)
of land but in reality it was only 6.86ha (17.17 acres).
He had not checked the site, a rubber tree plantation, as there was no access road and was only
shown a contour map. When he finally viewed the site, he had another surprise – it was mostly a
valley, 30m deep. “Because of the shortfall in the land area, we had to rethink the whole design. We
had already applied to SEDA (Sustainable Energy Development Authority) for a 8MW facility, so we
had to figure out how to fit 8MW of panels into a smaller land area,” said Guntor.
His team eventually filled up the valley with some 300,000 cu m of earth. To fit the smaller site, the
panels have to be mounted close together but this raises the risk of shading. To counter this, they
landscaped the site to create six slopes in different directions. The team studied 30 different
orientations to obtain the right tilts for the panels. This explains why the panels do not face the
same direction as seen in most solar farms. Instead, two rows of panels are installed at an angle to
each other, resembling a pitched roof. This A-shaped mounting enables maximum tapping of
sunlight.
The land contouring also enables runoffs to flow into the on-site detention pond, instead of
collecting and eroding the site. Guntor’s team also studied wind directions and positioned the panels
in a way that ensures good ventilation, to reduce heat build-up in the panels which can lessen their
efficiency. The solar farm might have a green edge but Guntor still faced difficulties obtaining
financing for the RM84mil project. “We spent a year talking to many banks and all rejected us. They
said we did not qualify for a large loan.” He eventually got a facilitation fund of RM11.8mil from
Teraju (the Government’s Bumiputra Agenda Steering Unit) and a RM56mil loan from SME Bank
(Small Medium Enterprise Development Bank).
As Hang Tuah Jaya is a gazetted green zone, all buildings there must be certified under the Green
Building Index. The site building at the solar farm managed to obtain a GBI platinum rating by
incorporating green building features such as water-saving fittings, harvesting rainwater and passive
cooling through building orientation and design as well as the use of shading louvres. There are also
rooftop solar cells to generate solar power for use in the building. The area is reserved for
“institutional development” but there is concern that future neighbouring development might shade
the panels. To prevent this, the company has submitted a request to the Town and Country Planning
Department, asking for a 50m setback for high-rises.
Solar photovoltaics currently contribute 67% of the 270MW of renewable energy generated in the
country currently. Some large PV installations which are boosting the local power supply with solar
energy are: Amcorp Properties’ 10.25MW solar farm in Gemas, Negri Sembilan; Cypark Resources’
8MW farm on a closed landfill in Pajam, Negri Sembilan; Sunedison’s 5MW farm in Sepang, 4MW on
the KLIA rooftop and 10MW on a parking canopy near KLIA2; and Kumpulan Melaka’s 5MW farm in
Alor Gajah.
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http://www.thestar.com.my/Lifestyle/Features/2015/03/09/Solar-farm-boosts-Malaysiasrenewable-energy-supply/
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UCTS gets highest rating in Green Building Index
BY ANDY CHUA
SIBU: University College of Technology Sarawak (UCTS) has become the first university in the world
to be platinum-rated for the Green Building Index (GBI) award. Its vice-chancellor Prof Datuk Dr
Abdul Hakim Juri said the university which started operations on April 1, 2013, had scored 87 points,
one more than the minimum 86 which is required for the award. “UCTS is the first university in the
world to receive the highest rating for a green building,” he said, adding that it would be presented
with the award next month. The GBI rating system is regulated by the GBI Accreditation Panel which
is an independent committee consisting of PAM (Malaysian Architect Organisation) and Association
of Consulting Engineers Malaysian professionals.
In revealing this during a visit by state Welfare, Women and Family Development Minister Datuk
Fatimah Abdullah yesterday, Dr Abdul Hakim said UCTS fulfilled a lot of conditions, mainly on energy
conservation, that needed to be met to achieve the rating. Hence, he said, green technologies had
been incorporated into the buildings to preserve energy and the environment. “We are now using
50% less energy than any normal building as our buildings have double glazing glass to conserve
energy. “Our buildings are also fitted with Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) to reduce energy
consumption. With motion sensors, lights would automatically switch on and off when a person
walks under it,” he said.
The university is also harvesting rain water and storing them in the pond in front of the university.
The water collected will be recycled for air conditioning and flushing of toilets while the water from
the toilets will again be recycled for gardening use. UCTS is built on a 44.08ha of land. Prime Minister
Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak officiated the ground breaking ceremony on Sept 16, 2012. Currently,
UCTS has a total of 685 students and will be able to accommodate up to 5,000 students when the
campus is fully completed in the next two to three years.
http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Nation/2015/03/06/UCTS-gets-highest-rating-in-Green-BuildingIndex-First-university-to-receive-platinumrating/
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Limit urban sprawl
BY DR ZALINA SAHARI
THE world is increasingly urban. In 1900, only 10% of the world’s population lived in cities. In 2010,
the figure was more than 50% and by 2050, it is expected that two out of every three people will live
in cities. In Malaysia, rapid urbanisation has been experienced over the past 30 years and the
Statistics Department projects that, by 2020, 70% of the population will be living in urban areas. This
phenomenon in itself is not a bad thing, as more people will be living within roughly 5% of the
country’s land area, freeing the rest of the land for agricultural activities and the preservation of
nature. The problem is that many old urban centres are not designed to absorb so much urban
migration in such a short time. Without sufficient strategic planning, very soon these urban centres
will start to sprawl uncontrollably.
The Klang Valley, especially Kuala Lumpur, has recently experienced a significant growth in
population which could not be contained within its urban confines. This has resulted in both the
clearing of land within the city and the movement of people to the suburbs and the lesser populated
outlying towns in Selangor. The majority of the population who moved out commute long distances
daily into the city to work, explaining the huge traffic congestion along arterial roadways leading into
Kuala Lumpur during rush hours. The out-migration is clearly not a result of employment
opportunities but is partly due to the shortage of affordable housing. Who can still afford to live in
the city, especially in those multimillion ringgit high-rises?
While the suburbs grew rapidly (suburbanisation), the city itself experienced slower population
growth. In parallel with the decline of the residential population in the city centre, there has been a
commensurate drop in residential land areas. Residential land and buildings have high commercial
values and are quickly taken over by commercial uses. Pressures will remain on these remaining
pockets of residential land to be converted to more profitable land use, which in turn could lead to a
further reduction in the inner city residential population. The steady suburbanisation of jobs and
residences has resulted in a more widely dispersed urban form with more new developments
located further out from the original urban core.
Successive townships or housing estates tend to be built with little consideration on connections
between facilities provided locally and those in their immediate neighbourhood. As a result, efficient
bus routing is hindered; hence, commuters have no choice but to use the main road (artery) even for
short trips. The places where people live, work, shop, and lounge are far from one another, to the
extent that walking, public transit and cycling are impractical. The poor public transportation
network has further worsened traffic problems.
A number of shortcomings of the rail networks in Kuala Lumpur include the poor integration
between different lines that form the networks, poor accessibility to stations, bad planning of the
lines where some major population centres are not served, insufficient parking bays and the poor
integration with land use patterns since rail lines do not coincide with many important activity
centres.
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All of the aforementioned have resulted in increasing dependence on the use of private vehicles.
This pattern of growth is called “sprawl”. Studies on Kuala Lumpur, George Town and Johor Baru
show that the process of sprawling is already taking place. Sprawl is associated with a host of
environmental impacts, including loss of green space, species habitat, and agricultural land in the
wake of low-density sprawling development; increased impermeable surfaces that lead to flash
flooding and large discharges of polluted and contaminated water that overwhelm drainage systems
and damage ecosystems; the heavy use of vehicular traffic that leads to increased air pollution; and
global warming. In order to avoid such phenomena from continuing to happen, towns and cities
need to have a planning policy that limits urban growth to within a certain area.
Another planning response to sprawl is the “smart growth” initiatives that stress on usage of mixed
land and building designs that create high densities with lower environmental impacts. Provisions for
more affordable housing in the city centre are also emphasised to improve the quality of life and
economic viability of the city centre. Among the notable efforts in encouraging smart growth and
urban greening in Malaysia has been the institution of Green Building Index (GBI) Township rating
tool that considers sustainability for entire communities, neighbourhoods, or districts, which are
smaller than a city scale. The anticipated increase in the Malaysian population by an additional 10
million people over the next 25 years with the majority again in urban centres, will stimulate an
enormous building boom to accommodate the growth. But can Kuala Lumpur be turned into a
carbon neutral and fully sustainable city?
Economist Matthew Kahn in his book Green Cities, Urban Growth, and the Environment, said a green
city is a healthy place that has “clean air and water, pleasant streets and parks.” It is “resilient in the
face of natural disasters and faces little risk of infectious disease. Its residents have strong, green
behavioural habits, like taking public transit, practising recycling and water conservation, using
renewable energy”. So, are we there yet? Well, based on “The Living Planet Report” by the WorldWide Fund for Nature International, we each have an ecological footprint of 2.2 global hectares. This
means each Malaysian requires 2.2ha of land annually to support our lifestyle. Indeed, Malaysians
are consuming more resources and producing more waste than what the planet can support.
On the positive side, Kuala Lumpur has led the way in progressing toward green growth with 95
buildings or projects within the city achieving GBI certification of either Design Assessment (DA) or
Completion and Verification Assessment (CVA), or 35% out of the national total of 265. Out of the
95, about 56% are residential buildings, while the remaining 44% are non-residential. Kuala Lumpur
City Hall (DBKL) is also leading the way in urban development initiatives with many green
programmes being rolled out in 2015. With lofty aspirations to turn Kuala Lumpur into a major green
city on the world map, DBKL will do well to recognise that many initiatives and policies must be
founded on long-term principles of sustainable design and planning.
Actions by all levels of government, private sector and individuals, on individual initiatives or groups,
are required to innovate the green behaviours necessary for achieving the ideal green city. “Business
as usual” is long considered not an acceptable option anymore, and all players in Malaysia’s own
building and construction business value chain need to cooperate and collaborate more to build
future green cities.
Dr Zalina Shari is a board member of the Malaysia Green Building Confederation and a senior
lecturer at the Faculty of Design and Architecture in Universiti Putra Malaysia.
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http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Views/2015/01/27/Limit-urban-sprawl-Time-to-start-greeningour-cities-for-the-future/
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Neighbours living in harmony
BY KELLY TEY
THERE’S a Chinese proverb that goes, “It is better to have good neighbours nearby than a distant
cousin”. Perhaps, this is what the developer of the Sunway townships had envisioned when it
created them. Apart from building quality homes with convenient infrastructure, Sunway Property
hopes to bring people together from within and around its developments so that the communities
can live and grow in a friendly, safe and healthy environment. When the first phase of Sunway
Iskandar in Johor fully takes off in 2017, the development will be poised to realise all the qualities a
true community embodies.
Touted as Nature’s Capital City, the 728.5ha Iskandar development aspires to be a safe haven where
children can run free and neighbours bond, and be an exemplary integrated township where holistic
natural living and modern city elements can co-exist in harmony. Its 283.3ha of green space makes
for great connection with nature, encompassing natural elements such as the Pendas River, Straits of
Johor and Emerald Lake, amidst a landscape of an evergreen forest. Its advantageous location links
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residents and visitors to the Coastal Highway Southern Link (CHSL), making Singapore a mere five
minutes drive away. As with other Sunway developments in the country, Sunway Iskandar also
integrates components such as education, healthcare, retail, leisure and hospitality into the
township, which is now developing in stages.
But beyond building brick walls, Sunway Property is also earnestly promoting the township’s
community engagement activities, which have begun since the announcement of the development.
The property developer has organised events such as Chinese New Year, Chap Goh Meh, MidAutumn Festival and Christmas festive celebrations to engage with its residents. Other significant
events include community driven initiatives such as World Environment Day (WED), done in
collaboration with non-governmental organisation EcoKnights and supported by the US Embassy.
The programme saw Sunway Iskandar pledging to adopt over 75,000 trees across the township in
phases. In conjunction with the occasion, six types of fruit trees were planted around Emerald Lake
Garden, which should bear fruit by the time the residents move in by 2017. WED was also marked in
Sunway Property’s flagship township, Sunway Resort City in Selangor, where 300 participants took
part in a 6km Discovery Walk incorporating green practises. The flagship township exemplifies
Sunway Property’s green initiative development and is recognised as Malaysia’s first integrated
green township by the Green Building Index.
Up north in Sunway City Ipoh, more than 200 eco bags were distributed for free at its property
gallery to replace plastic shopping bags while environment-related challenges were held at the Lost
World of Tambun to create nature and wildlife conservation awareness. Sunway Property Penang
also organised a “Be a Green Hero” booth activity and a recycled collage arts competition for
students, among other health related activities.
At the Penang leg of the WED, State Welfare, Caring Society and Environment Committee chairman
Phee Boon Poh, Bukit Mertajam MP Steven Sim Chee Keong and Seberang Perai Municipal Council
Datuk Maimunah Mohd Sharif graced the event to show their support. “Sunway Property is keen to
integrate sustainability, not only in their development and townships, but also to inculcate it into the
daily lives of communities. “We no longer need to just protect the environment; living harmoniously
with nature should become a state of being,” said Sunway Berhad Property Development Division
for Malaysia and Singapore managing director Sarena Cheah.
In its bid to create a true community, Sunway Iskandar will continue to bring people together with
other events. The community activities extend to its neighbouring developments in Taman Molek
which will celebrate the Mid-Autumn Festival on Sept 26 with carnival activities for all to enjoy.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/09/21/Neighbours-living-in-harmonyDeveloper-continues-to-bring-people-closer-by-holding-activities-at-tow/
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SunCon wins RM1.6bil Putrajaya project
Saturday, 12 September 2015
PETALING JAYA: Sunway Construction Group Bhd (SunCon) has bagged a construction project worth
RM1.6bil from Putrajaya Holdings Sdn Bhd (PHSB) for works in Precinct 1, Putrajaya. In a filing with
Bursa Malaysia, SunCon said its subsidiary Sunway Construction Sdn Bhd had received the letter of
award from Putrajaya Bina Sdn Bhd, which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of PHSB. The award would
involve the proposed design, construction and completion of government office buildings consisting
of office towers, podium parking and external works for Parcel F, Precinct 1, Pusat Pentadbiran
Kerajaan Persekutuan, Putrajaya, said SunCon. “With this letter of award, the total outstanding
order book for SunCon Group as of to-date is RM4.3bil.
“The project consists of the construction and completion of 10 blocks of government office buildings
and one block of shared facilities,” the company said, adding that it aimed to achieve Gold
Certification under the Green Building Index requirements. The company said works would include
all temporary and permanent works but not limited to architectural, interior design and fit out,
landscape, building maintenance system, building facade, civil, structural, mechanical, electrical and
system works sufficient to provide for the project while meeting the relevant local and international
standards. SunCon said the project would commence on Sept 18, 2015, with a contract period of 34
months. “The project is expected to contribute positively to the earnings of SunCon group from the
financial year ending Dec 31, 2015 onwards.”
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2015/09/12/SunCon-wins-RM16bil-Putrajayaproject/?style=biz

Sunway Construction subsidiary bags RM1.6bil contract
Friday, 11 September 2015
By: P. ARUNA
KUALA LUMPUR: Sunway Construction Sdn Bhd (SCSB), a subsidiary of Sunway Construction Group
Bhd, has bagged a RM1.61bil contract to design and construct government office buildings. It said on
Friday SCSB had accepted the letter of award from Putrajaya Bina Sdn Bhd to design and build
government offices in Precinct 1, Putrajaya. The development would consist of office towers,
podium parking and external works for Parcel F. Sunway Construction said the contract consisted of
the construction 10 blocks of government office buildings and one block of shared facilities and
targets to achieve a Gold Certification under the Green Building Index requirements.
Work would start on Sept 18, 2015 and expected to be ready in 34 months. It expected the contract
to contribute positively to the group’s earnings for the financial year ending December 31, 2015
onwards. “With the letter of award, the total outstanding order book for SunCon Group as of to-date
is RM4.3bil. “The project is subject to normal construction risk of materials price fluctuation.
However, with the past experiences and expertise of SCSB in construction projects, this risk could be
mitigated,” it said.
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No staid workplace here

The Lighthouse (left) stands tall as a beacon of hope. The Ship (centre) and The Wave (right) are also
seen here.
PKT’s One Logistics Hub in Shah Alam is designed to be green, innovative and a place that workers
look forward to going in the morning, writes MEK ZHIN. PEOPLE say never judge a book by its cover,
but one can’t help but notice Datuk Michael Tio influence at One Logistics Hub, the heart of PKT
Logistics Group Sdn Bhd, where he is group chief executive and managing director. Built on a 10.9ha
land in Shah Alam, the RM160mil hub consists of three structures, namely The Ship, a 180,000 sq ft
cross-dock distribution centre; The Waves, a 380,000 sq ft regional distribution centre.
And finally, there’s The Lighthouse, a 200,000 sq ft multi-storey distribution centre and crowning
glory of the lot. “A lighthouse guides ships to safety. It is like a beacon of hope and guidance. I myself
seem to be playing this role with my staff, people who know me and even to other companies,” Tio
explains. He says he has had many visitors coming through the company’s doors and leaving
inspired.
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ALC College feeder campus’ student lounge at One Logistics Hub is very much travel-inspired.
The 160mil state-of-the-art centre adopts a green concept with The Lighthouse achieving Gold
Green Building Index certification. The property’s energy-efficient features include rainwater
harvesting, the use of aluminium louvres for natural ventilation and indirect lighting for the
warehouses, heat-insulation and even an innovative landscaping approach that grows pineapples,
offering a measure of cooling effect as well as generating income.
True to his vision, The Lighthouse has become a place that people aim to go to, seeing how it houses
the best facilities for the staff, including a gym that is much larger and carries a wider range of
equipment in comparison to the older office gym at The Ship. To gain access into the SkyGym, one
has to achieve the highest level in the company’s gym rewards system. This means logging at least
150 hours of gym time in a year. The building also houses the very popular SkySpa and a speciallydesigned, larger lounge area where staff are allowed to use for work if they choose to do so. “I know
quite a number of our staff actually arrive to work early to use the SkySpa for their morning shower.
They tell me it’s because the one here is much nicer and better than the one in their own home!” he
says.
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Tio says The Lighthouse is an eco-friendly building with Gold Green Building Index certification.
There are also six areas in the building, mainly relaxation spots, that feature designs inspired by
location Tio visited together with his management team on their annual company trips. They include
Kirawira camp in the Serengeti and Lake Agnes Tea House in the Canadian Rockies. Tio, who
sometimes go by the moniker DMT, likes referring to PKT Logistics as a ‘googly’ company, in a tribute
to Google, a company known for its unusual, innovative and vibrant working environment. He adds
that his favourite floor, which he is considering calling DMT’s Kitchen, was inspired by Jamie Oliver’s
kitchen.
The Lighthouse also houses a feeder campus of ALC College, which takes up six floors of the building
for its lecture hall, classrooms, lounges, library, student council room and more. Currently, they have
some 70 students studying there, and they are expected to continue with their education at the
main campus in Klang which now has 800 students. Along with other diploma and bachelor degree
programmes, the ACL also offers a losgistics management course. With a total of 760,000 sq ft in
total built-up area and built at a cost of RM120mil, One Logistics Hub is known as one of the biggest
logistics site in South-East Asia.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/SMEBiz/Columns/2015/08/31/No-staid-workplace-here/
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Developer unveils latest phase of Cyberjaya project
BY RUBY LIM; PHOTOS: SAM THAM AND COURTESY OF SP SETIA

Setia Eco Glades in Cyberjaya comprises eight different design concepts on eight different islands
with eight fountains.
PROPERTY developer SP Setia Bhd has launched the third “island” phase of its Setia Eco Glades
development in Cyberjaya. The new phase called Isle of Kamares draws inspiration from
Mediterranean architecture. The company says the project spans 13.69 acres of Setia Eco Glades and
has a gross development value of RM242mil. Surrounded by waterways and greenery, Isle of
Kamares comprises 240 units of villa suites priced at RM550 per sq ft, with built-up areas of 1,414sq
ft and 1,521sq ft. Designed to resemble a resort environment, it features 20 blocks, each with three
storeys accommodating 12 villa suites. “A never-ending holiday is something that all people would
dream of and we want residents to have a permanent holiday,” said SP Setia executive vicepresident Datuk Koe Peng Kang.
With its pricing, concept and location, Koe said the new phase would appeal to a lot of people,
especially young families, and that he was expecting to see a significant take-up rate for the project
that is expected to be completed in 36 months. The larger Setia Eco Glades development is linked to
Maju Expressway (MEX) and Elite Highway, with travelling time of 20 minutes to the city centre and
to Kuala Lumpur International Airport. A joint venture between SP Setia and Setia Haruman Sdn Bhd,
the whole development comprises eight different design concepts on eight different islands with
eight artistic fountains. With a GDV of RM3bil, the 268-acre development will feature link villas,
semi-detached units, bungalows, low-rise residences, high-rise condos, villa suites and commercial
lots.
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The low-density development with approximately eight units per acre, will have large areas of
gardens and parks as well as clubhouses to serve the whole community. “Every piece of land has its
own characteristics. We understand the nature of land and try to enhance it rather than to disrupt
it,” said Koe. With the original development site housing an abundance of flora and fauna, SP Setia
enlisted the help of the Forest Research Institute Malaysia, Malaysia Nature Society and Zoo Negara
to safeguard the local wildlife for relocation in the development.
To date, 1,500 trees have been transplanted within the development area to preserve the green
surroundings. All homes and community facilities in Setia Eco Glades are also Green Building Index
certified. The development’s surrounding waterways feature a natural water filtration system, the
Lepironia plant, which filters water by absorbing impurities while creating the beautiful Lepironia
Gardens. The gated-and-guarded development will be equipped with the AgilFence Perimeter
Intrusion Detection System (PIDS), which is also used at Singapore’s Changi Airport. “The sensors are
highly sensitive yet prevent false alarms.
“Although the system is double the cost of a normal one, we want to provide peace of mind to the
residents with excellent security,” said Koe. The next “island” to launch will be the Jewels of
Grasmere. Other islands in the development include Glades of Westlake modelled after China’s Xi
Hu, Isle of Botanica inspired by the beauty of nature and Isle of Fantasia featuring futuristic
architecture. For details, visit www.setiaecoglades.com.my.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/SMEBiz/News/2015/08/14/New-island-in-the-streamDeveloper-unveils-latest-phase-of-Cyberjaya-project/
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Fourth PPj chief has green vision for Putrajaya
BY FARAH FAZANNA ZULZAHA

Big plans: Hasim (right) looking at the map of Putrajaya with PPj Town Planning Department vicepresident Datuk Omairi Hashim (middle) and Corporate Services Department vice-president Datuk
Rogaizat Abdullah (left).
NEW Putrajaya Corporation (PPj) president Datuk Hasim Ismail is committed to turning the
administrative capital into a green city. “If Putrajaya can achieve the status of green city, it will be a
good contribution to the environment,” said the former Home Ministry deputy secretary-general
during an interview with StarMetro. Hasim took over from Tan Sri Aseh Che Mat as the fourth PPj
president effective Aug 1. With over 32 years of experience in the government service, he is
confident in his new posting.
“Putrajaya is a very well-planned city. It was planned as a garden and intelligent city. It has achieved
the garden status, but we have to improve on the intelligent status,” he said. The intelligent status is
related to IT and communication sectors. “Some buildings in Putrajaya have been awarded the
Multimedia Super Corridor status but not the whole of Putrajaya, and it is something that we are
working on,” he said. PPj is also looking to have more Green Building Index (GBI)-certified buildings
in the capital city. “It is one of the requirements for any new building to be built in Putrajaya,” said
Hasim.
He added that Putrajaya could reach green city status once both of these two sectors (garden and
intelligent) were improved. One of the ways to reach the green city status is to improve public
transportation in Putrajaya. “Hopefully better public transport service can reduce car usage, leading
to minimising emission of carbon monoxide,” Hasim pointed out. One project he plans to revive is
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the monorail, which was abandoned due to lack of funds. He acknowledged that providing efficient
public transportation was not easy.
“It costs a lot of money. We can sustain the day-to-day operation, but a lot of funds need to be
pumped in to get such big projects off the ground,” he said, adding that PPj was looking to seek
funds from the Federal Government. As a start to reducing its carbon footprint, Putrajaya will be
introducing 10 electric buses by early next year. “This will also solve the issue of parking in
Putrajaya,” he said. Now that he has taken over the helm, Hasim is also aiming to turn Putrajaya into
a cultural and knowledge hub. “Apart from being an administrative capital, Putrajaya should be a
place where we hold conventions, dialogues and talks for sharing knowledge,” he said.
“Currently, the only place suitable for such events is the Putrajaya International Convention Centre,
aside from the limited halls at PPj,” he said, adding that Putrajaya was planning to build more hotels
and convention centres. He also affirmed that signature events of Putrajaya such as the Royal Floria,
Ironman, International Hot Air Balloon Fiesta and Putrajaya International Islamic Art and Culture
Festival would continue to be held in Putrajaya.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/08/12/Fourth-PPj-chief-has-green-vision-forPutrajaya-Hasim-also-wants-all-buildings-in-the-city-to-have-M/

Lai Meng school land in Jalan Ampang for sale at RM400mil
Thursday, 6 August 2015
By: NG BEI SHAN

Prime land: The front view of the Lai Meng property at Jalan Ampang. At RM3,500 psf, the buyer will
have to fork out about RM400mil for the land. James Goh(inset pic) of Rahim & Co’s investment
section told StarBiz: “While we have a target price of about RM3,500 per sq ft (psf), we are open to
all reasonable offers.”
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PETALING JAYA: Magna Prima Bhd’s Lai Meng school property, located along Jalan Ampang, is still up
for sale. It is looking for offers from interested buyers within a timeframe of about 1½ months.
Yesterday, the marketing agent of the real estate, Rahim & Co, put up an expression-of-interest
advertisement to sell the 2.62-acre (1.06ha) parcel. James Goh of Rahim & Co’s investment section
told StarBiz: “While we have a target price of about RM3,500 per sq ft (psf), we are open to all
reasonable offers.” Interested parties can stipulate the terms and make the offer by 5pm on Sept 22.
Goh said a few big developers had called up to enquire about the sale since the advertisement came
out. At RM3,500 psf, the buyer will have to fork out about RM400mil for the land.
“The demand for development land in prime locations is still holding up well. This kind of
opportunity doesn’t come by often,” he explained about the land which is 300 meters from KLCC.
The freehold land comes with approval for offices, a hotel and/or serviced apartments at a plot ratio
of 1:12. Earlier this year, Rahim & Co had managed to sell 1.87 acres previously owned by the
German Embassy to Malaysian Resources Corp Bhd (MRCB) for RM3,188 psf. MRCB had paid
RM259.16mil for the parcel along Jalan Kia Peng through a tender process. That said, observers
noted that the challenging market conditions might hold buyers back from making the investment.
Developers would have to make serious considerations of what they want to do with the land
because there is sufficient supply of houses in the vicinity, while there is still a glut in office space in
Kuala Lumpur. But Goh is optimistic of getting a buyer due to its strategic location. Previously,
StarBiz had reported that Retirement Fund Inc was interested in buying the land in April.
The pension fund had offered about RM3,300 psf, but Magna Prima’s group managing director
Datuk Wira Rahadian Mahmud Mohammad Khalil told reporters that both parties had discussed the
deal but it wasn’t finalised. With the appointment of Rahim & Co as the developer’s exclusive
marketing agent, the land deal could be done in a more proper and coordinated manner, Goh
explained. Magna Prima had bought the land five years ago for RM1,350 psf or RM148.2mil cash.
Back then, Magna Prima had also transferred 5.5 acres to the Lai Meng Girls’ School Association and
agreed to bear the construction cost of the new campus, which ranged from RM20mil to RM30mil.
The Bukit Jalil land had cost the small-cap developer RM10mil.
Before the land sale, the developer, which has a market cap of RM366.2mil, had intended to carry
out a mixed project with a gross development value of RM1.8bil. Dubbed the Iconic Towers, the
proposed project would be made up of two 60-storey towers, one of which is a mixture of serviced
apartments, a hotel and offices, while the other is a grade A office with Green Building Index
features. Development of the project would cost a lot and the company decided to strengthen its
balance sheet and re-focus on other niche projects. It also planned to sell a 20-acre parcel in Shah
Alam and a seven-acre plot in Petaling Jaya.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2015/08/06/Lai-Meng-school-land-still-forsale/?style=biz
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Development offers good connectivity
BY SIMON KHOO
KUANTAN: Delima Residences offers excellent connectivity via several main roads such as Jalan
Beserah, Jalan Air Putih and the Kuantan bypass. The freehold development is located on Jalan Air
Putih 2 which is about 4km from town and the land is owned by Rangkaian Delima Sdn Bhd. Highrise
Property Sdn Bhd general manager Shamsul Anuar Yaakub said the mixed development project
comprised a four-storey lifestyle mall and 280 units of two blocks of service apartments with 744
parking lots. Shamsul Anuar said the built-up areas of typical units ranged from 693sq ft to 1,712sq
ft. “There are also duplex and penthouse suites featuring built up areas of up to 2,826sq ft. “In
addition, 31 dual-key units are available,” he said at a press conference. He added the development
would have a multi-tiered, 24-hour security system.
“The safety measures are complemented with built-in closed-circuit televisions located at the car
parks and lift lobbies. “Residents will have a separate main entrance and two exclusive lobbies which
connect to their apartment units,” he said. Shamsul Anuar added other amenities include childcare
centres, health, wellness and beauty care, sporting facilities as well as fibre-optic infrastructure. He
added that the project would comply with the Green Building Index provisional certification to
reduce the impact on the environment. “It will be a new residential landmark in Kuantan,” he said.
For information, contact at 09-515 0000 or 019-955 4400.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/07/17/Development-offers-goodconnectivity-Service-apartments-with-fourstorey-lifestyle-mall-located-4km-f/
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New commercial centre takes shape
BY RUBY LIM

GuocoLand general manager of marketing and sales Kenny Wong with a model of Damansara City.
DAMANSARA City, the flagship development of Guocoland (Malaysia) Bhd, is set to become a new
business hub in Kuala Lumpur with its strategic location within the Damansara Heights area.
Hong Leong Group Malaysia is one of the first prominent companies that will be making Damansara
City their corporate headquarters. “Damansara City was chosen of its prestigious address in
Damansara Heights as well as the accessibility to major highways and soon to be completed MRT
line. “The office towers are an attractive choice because of their MSC-ready-status and their ratings
under the Green Building Index, the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design and
Construction Quality Assessment System for the construction works,” said GuocoLand managing
director Tan Lee Koon.
Hong Leong Group will move into the 33-storey Office Tower A, which has 530,000 sq ft of usable
area, by the second quarter of next year. “The presence of Hong Leong Group will reinforce the
position of Damansara City as the heart of a new business district,” added Tan. He also said the 19storey Office Tower B had been 70% taken up. The overall development spans 3.44ha of freehold
land in Damansara Heights, comprising two Grade-A office towers, two high-rise residential towers,
a mall and hotel component that will be home to the five-star Clermont Kuala Lumpur. The
residential portion, DC Residency, will feature two 28-storey residential towers with 370 serviced
apartments.
The units are available in nine layouts, with built-up areas ranging from 899sq ft to 2,705sq ft. The
185-unit Tower A, priced at RM1,350 per sq ft, is already available for sale with early-bird packages
being offered. The retail component spread across four floors and a rooftop terrace, called DC Mall,
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is expected to be 70% taken up by food and beverage businesses. The residential units are 60%
booked while the mall has secured in-principle agreements for half of its lettable space. The
development is expected to be completed by end of next year.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/SMEBiz/News/2015/07/16/New-commercial-centre-takesshape-Developments-location-expected-to-draw-keen-interest/

Published: Saturday July 4, 2015 MYT 12:00:00 AM
Updated: Saturday July 4, 2015 MYT 8:39:57 AM

Stylish living in the heart of PJ

Impressive: An artist’s impression of PJ Midtown development by IOI Properties and Sime Darby
Brunsfield. The project will be showcased at the Star Property Fair 2015 at Gurney Plaza and G Hotel
from July 9 to July 12.
A SIGNIFICANT number of sophisticated real estate dot the landscape of Petaling Jaya, thanks to
rapid urbanisation. One example is PJ Midtown, located in the heart of Section 13, Petaling Jaya. An
integrated development of retail units and trendy serviced suites stretching across 5.5 acres, the
project is the result of collaboration between IOI Properties and Sime Darby Brunsfield. Offering
myriad lifestyle, leisure and recreational facilities, the project is scheduled for completion in 2018.
PJ Midtown offers 758 contemporary serviced suites in three designs: the three-bedroom Type A
(1,200sq ft), the two-bedroom Type B (900sq ft) and the one-bedroom Type C (600sq ft). The homes
feature spacious interiors and a harmonious blend of earthy tones, setting the mood for practical yet
stylish living. Each unit will also be furnished with modern appliances, built-in cabinets and exclusive
fittings.
Security is always on everyone’s minds, and PJ Midtown delivers it through 24-hour security
surveillance, smart card access, a digital lock-set at every unit’s entrance, intercom facilities and
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panic buttons. PJ Midtown is at the centre of Petaling Jaya’s commercial hub, complemented by an
array of amenities, corporate offices, leisure and entertainment facilities within easy commuting
distances. Prospective homebuyers can choose to shop at Jaya Shopping Centre, receive healthcare
treatment at Columbia Asia Hospital or take the public transport at Asia Jaya LRT Station.
An addition to the public transportation system is the Phileo Damansara MRT Station, currently
under construction and only three minutes away. PJ Midtown is also Green Building Index (GBI) Gold
compliant, having state-of-the-art energy management and rainwater harvesting systems. The
development offers an unparalleled experience in city-living, with its sky terrace boasting a
spectacular panoramic view of the Klang Valley skyline.
Among its highlights is the bright and airy centre courtyard at the heart of the development that
serves as an excellent meeting point or social gathering place. PJ Midtown will be featured in the
Star Property Fair at Gurney Plaza and G Hotel from July 9 to 12 between 10am to 10pm. The Star
Property Fair, now into its 14th year, is the grandest property showcase in the northern region. This
year, more than 40 exhibitors will be taking part in the four-day fair.
Visitors can also attend talks and forums conducted by specialists in their fields to get useful
information on property-related topics. Admission is free and visitors stand a chance to win more
than RM100,000 worth of prizes daily including five tablets and handphones and lots of other
attractive prizes. For further details or enquiries, call Maggie Ang at 04-6473388 (Ext. 3023).
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/07/04/Stylish-living-in-the-heart-of-PJStateoftheart-facilities-a-big-plus-for-buyers-seeking-highend-com/

Guocoland’s RM2.5bil Damansara City to begin ops next year
Thursday, 11 June 2015

New landmark: File picture shows Tan with a model of Damansara City.
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KUALA LUMPUR: The RM2.5bil Damansara City (DC), the flagship development of Guocoland (M)
Bhd, is set to operate fully by the second quarter of 2016. Sprawled over 3.44ha in Damansara
Heights, the project consist of two high-rise residency towers, two Grade-A office towers, a lifestyle
mall and a five-star hotel. It is expected to attract more than 10,000 patrons daily. “DC residents are
welcomed to move in by the end of this year while corporate and retail tenants can do so by the
second quarter of next year.
“Our residences are 50% booked, with the corporate towers at 70% and the mall has secured inprinciple agreements for half of the lettable space,” managing director Tan Lee Koon told reporters
at the topping-out ceremony here yesterday. He said the project was under the Economic
Transformation Programme and was set to elevate Malaysia to a developed nation status by 2020.
“DC is also technologically advanced with MSC-status certification, environmentally friendly and
complies with the Green Building Index Certified rating. “We have invested in an underpass and a
flyover into DC from Jalan Beringin and Jalan Johar,” Tan said, adding that both the 28-storey
residency towers consisted of 370 units. — Bernama
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2015/06/11/Guocolands-Damansara-City-tobegin-ops-next-year/?style=biz

RM2.5b Damansara City to fully operate by Q2 2016
Wednesday, 10 June 2015
KUALA LUMPUR: The RM2.5 billion Damansara City (DC), the flagship development of Guocoland
(Malaysia) Bhd, is set to operate fully by the second quarter of 2016. Sprawled over 3.44 hectares in
Damansara Heights, the project would consist of two high-rise residency towers, two Grade-A office
towers, a lifestyle mall and a five-star hotel, and is expected to attract more than 10,000 patrons
daily. "DC residents are welcomed to move in by the end of this year while corporate and retail
tenants can do so by the second quarter of next year.
"Our residences are 50 per cent booked with the corporate towers at 70 per cent and the mall has
secured in-principle agreements for half of the lettable space," Managing Director Tan Lee Koon told
reporters at the topping out ceremony here on Wednesday. He said the project was under the
Economic Transformation Programme, set to elevate Malaysia to a developed nation status by 2020.
"DC is also technologically advanced with MSC status certification, environmentally friendly and
complies with the Green Building Index Certified rating. "We have invested in an underpass and a
flyover into DC from Jalan Beringin and Jalan Johar," Tan said, adding that both the 28-storey
residency towers consisted of 370 units.- Bernama
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2015/06/10/RM2-5b-Damansara-City-to-fullyoperate-by-Q2-2016/?style=biz
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New KL development set to feature spacious units
BY GRACE CHEN

The partially-furnished deal sees the kitchen coming with a twin door fridge, hobs, built-in oven and
cabinets.
YOU will rarely hear of a developer painting a condominium so that the neighbourhood looks nicer,
building a link road so that the public bus stop and LRT station will be literally just a stone’s throw
away. Such is the attention given to The Rainz, a high-rise development of 624 freehold units.
Nestled near Bukit OUG in Kuala Lumpur and overlooking the Kesas Highway, Exsim Development
Sdn Bhd, the company behind the project, has described it as the property for buyers looking at a
lifestyle upgrade.
From hints by the sales team, the target market will be the higher-income demographic of Jalan
Klang Lama and its surrounding areas, namely Sri Petaling and Bukit Jalil. Units ranging from 1,500sq
ft to 1,930sq ft, will carry selling prices hovering around the RM1mil mark. The spacious layouts are
being cited as a strongest selling point. “This is one of the few high-rise projects offering a 4+1 and
5+1 room arrangements. “This enables those used to living on landed property to adapt to high-rise
living,” said Exsim Development marketing and corporate communications head Michelle Siew.
A tour of the interiors revealed several plus points. The kitchen comes fully equipped with a twindoor fridge, built-in oven, kitchen cabinets and a washer and dryer for one’s laundry. Bathrooms
come fitted with mirrors, sinks, cabinets, heaters, shower heads and screens. All bedrooms have
built-in wardrobes and air-conditioning. A storage area, cleverly hidden in the walls, adds to the wow
element in the six-bedroom model.
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The living concept hopes to realise the philosophy of filial piety, where grandparents, husband, wife
and grandchildren can live in harmony. Coming to the thorny issue of parking, allocation for every
five or six-bedroom unit is four lots.
There are an impressive list of facilities outside, including a forest trail, camping zone, maze garden.
The swimming pool comes with a water slide and wet playground. Take the lift up to the 35th floor
and you have a sky bridge! Imagine barbecues and cocktail parties where you can watch the sunset
as you sip on a cocktail. “We want the whole family to be able to enjoy a weekend without stepping
out of the development,” said Siew. Another of the project’s badge of pride is its Green Building
Index (GBI) certification.
This means the building, which will comprise three towers with eight apartments per floor, will not
have any units facing the rising sun. Further minimising the heat is the use of 8mm thick tempered
glass in the windows which cover up to 60% of the building surface area. The normal specification
for window glass is no more than 6 mm.The thicker the glass, the harder it is for heat to be
conducted into the building. Rainwater harvesting systems and extensive green landscaping make up
the rest of its green factor.
“The trees and plants amount to 3% to 4% of our construction cost. Normally, contractors will only
allocate 0.5% to 1% for this,” says Michael Yam, who is head of planning and development. The
group has four other ongoing projects, including The Leafz in Sungai Besi and Petalz Residences in
Jalan Klang Lama. The engineering company responsible for the construction of The Rainz is WLA
Associates.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/SMEBiz/News/2015/06/08/Room-to-grow-in-New-KLdevelopment-set-to-feature-spacious-units/

Change of fortune for Magna Prima
Saturday, 9 May 2015
By: TEE LIN SAY
PROPERTY developer Magna Prima Bhd will be seeing a change of fortune on the back of sales
proceeds from its Australian property development project The Istana now that the handover
process is almost completed. There will be a significant lowering of its borrowings when the
company announces its results for its first quarter to March 31, 2015. The settlement of sales
proceeds is likely to see the group’s gearing level for its financial year ending Dec 31, 2015 reduce
from 3.8 times currently to 0.6 times. In Australia, recognition of profits takes place only after
properties are built and sold.
The Istana, Melbourne, was completed in 2014 and the settlement of account with purchasers of the
apartments, both local and foreign, commenced in February this year. The gross development value
(GDV) of The Istana is roughly RM615mil, and to date, the company has collected some 80% of the
proceeds, says Magna Prima group managing director Datuk Rahadian Mahmud Mohammad Khalil.
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As at Dec 31, 2014, the group’s property division’s coffers had on record nearly RM200mil of
unbilled sales in Malaysia and an additional RM404mil in Australia.
For that same period, Magna Prima has long-term borrowings of RM91.7mil and short-term
borrowings of RM451.62mil. The bulk of the short-term borrowings is related to the Australian
project. “You will see much lower borrowings in our next reporting results. Now that we have repaid
our commitments for the Australian project, we have short-term borrowings of only RM75mil,”
Rahadian says. Out of the RM75mil, RM40mil is for the redeemable convertible preference shares
(RCPS) issued to Lembaga Tabung Angkatan Tentera. Rahadian says cash for the repayment of this
RCPS has already been set aside.
“We are not allowed to repay the RCPS until six months from its issuance. Come June 23, we will pay
off the RM40mil, and Magna Prima will be left only with short-term borrowings of RM35mil,” he
says. The Istana is a 25-storey condominium with 320 units.It is located in A’Beckett Street in the
heart of Melbourne’s Central Business District and within a short walk to Melbourne’s Queen
Victoria Market, the University of Melbourne and the Flagstaff train station.
Niche developer
With its stronger financial position from the proceeds of its Australian project, the company’s
strategy moving forward will be to return to its core values of becoming a niche developer, where it
develops smaller projects but with larger profitability. It will still focus on the Klang Valley where it
will look to purchase and develop small pieces of land which are located in high density areas.
Magna Prima’s current signature projects are The Istana, The Boulevard Business Park in Jalan
Kuching, and Desa Mentari near Bandar Sunway in Petaling Jaya. Rahadian says the company is
already in the midst of selling off three pieces of its existing prime land, namely its Lai Meng school
land, 20 acres in Shah Alam, and seven acres in Petaling Jaya.
“We are looking to divest our high value land bank as these assets have appreciated tremendously.
We want to consolidate the income to fuel our strategy moving forward.” “We are looking to
redeploy part of these proceeds to acquire land with a mid-range GDV that is more comfortable for
us to undertake. That is part of our risk management strategy for the size of our company at the
current moment,” he says. Rahadian adds although Magna Prima is capable of undertaking big
projects, it currently wants to take a more conservative approach for the next few quarters. “While
still maintaining some of our planned developments for this year, we may also embark on new
ventures that will bring a more sustained and predictable income,” says Rahadian. Magna Prima
currently has some 28 acres of undeveloped land, mostly in the Klang Valley.
Earlier on, Magna Prima had an ambitious plan to build a 60-storey twin towers on the Lai Meng land
for a combined gross development value of RM1.8bil. One of the towers would comprise a mixture
of serviced apartments, a hotel and offices, while the other is expected to be a Grade A office
building with Green Building Index features.
Hot topic
Magna Prima Bhd’s Lai Meng school property located along Jalan Ampang, has been a hot topic last
year, mainly because Retirement Fund Inc (KWAP) was believed to be eyeing that piece of land. The
deal came about as Magna Prima was looking to divest the 1.6ha property located close to the iconic
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Petronas Twin Towers. The land is located next to Hotel Maya and less than 1km walk to KL City
Centre. Sources say KWAP is bidding for the land at the range of about RM3,300 per sq ft, which
could see the government-linked investment fund forking out at least RM376.6mil if it secures the
bid.
According to valuers, the land is currently worth RM350mil, which is a significant appreciation from
the price it paid when it acquired the land from Lai Meng Girls’ School Association (LMGSA) four
years ago. Magna Prima bought the land in March 2010 for RM148.2mil cash (or around RM1,350
per sq ft). The deal also included the transfer of 5.5 acres in Bukit Jalil to LMGSA as well as
construction of a new Lai Meng campus, with the costs borne wholly by Magna Prima. The Bukit Jalil
land cost Magna Prima around RM10mil, while construction of the new building is estimated to have
cost RM20mil to RM30mil. However, the project is said to be too big for the low-profile property
developer to handle as large funding is required.
For its financial year ended Dec 31, 2014, Magna Prima was in the red with net losses of RM13.86mil
from a previous net profit of RM17.92mil. This was on the back of a 4.89% increase in revenue to
RM142.55mil. The losses were mainly due to its construction division which recorded full-year losses
of RM39mil compared with a loss of RM3.3mil in the corresponding period. The loss before tax was
mainly due to additional construction costs being provided arising from the legal and arbitration
dispute. It had cash balances of RM46.01mil. The largest shareholder of Magna Prima is Fantastic
Realty Sdn Bhd with a 20.6% stake, followed by Muafakat Kekal Sdn Bhd with a 9.91% stake. Magna
Prima, an investment holding company and through its subsidiaries, provides a diverse range of
property development, building construction, trading and management services.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2015/05/09/Change-of-fortune-for-MagnaPrima/?style=biz
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City council to build RM21.4mil disabled-friendly sports complex in Relau
BY LOGEISWARY THEVADASS AND FATIN ZALIKHA

Breaking new ground: Lim at the controls of the excavator during the ceremony at the project site in
Relau. — Photo by GARY CHEN
A NEW sports complex — City Sports Complex to be built in Relau — will be the first sports complex
in Penang which fulfils the Green Building Index features. The two-storey building on a 0.88ha of
land will be built at a cost of RM21.4mil. Penang Island City Council (MBPP) mayor Datuk Patahiyah
Ismail said the complex was scheduled for completion in early 2017. “The complex will have an
Olympic-size swimming pool, a diving pool, 10 badminton courts with a gymnasium and a dry gym.
“There will also be 96 parking lots as well as a pro-shop which offers sports merchandise, and a
cafe,” she said in her opening speech at the ground-breaking ceremony of the complex site in Relau
yesterday. She added that facilities for the disabled such as parking lots and toilets, would also be
prepared.
“We will also prepare 35 parking bays for bicycles to encourage people to cycle to the complex,”
Patahiyah said. Modern look: The City Sports Complex will be built on a 0.88ha site in Relau, Penang.
The contractor for the building of the complex was chosen through an open tender process, she
added. Chief Minister Lim Guan Eng, who opened the ceremony, said the complex was in line with
the state’s cleaner, greener, healthier and safer Penang vision. “The complex’s design was developed
by MBPP, which proves that the council has the expertise to develop its own public projects, which
are of international standard. “I hope the sports complex will be a platform for Penangites to lead a
healthy lifestyle,” he said.
Also present at the ceremony were state Local Government, Traffic Management and Flood
Mitigation Committee chairman Chow Kon Yeow, state Youth and Sports, Women, Family and
Community Development Committee chairman Chong Eng, Bukit Gelugor MP Ramkarpal Singh, Paya
Terubong assemblyman Yeoh Soon Hin and MBPP councillors.
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http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/04/17/Good-news-for-athletes-City-councilto-build-RM214mil-disabledfriendly-sports-complex-in-Relau/
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Green effort to save water
BY STORY AND PHOTOS
DEWAN Jubli Perak in Bangunan Sultan Salahuddin Abdul Aziz Shah in Shah Alam is the first
government building in the state to adopt rainwater harvesting. The water conservation system will
cater to the toilet flushing of about 16 restrooms located within the public banquet hall. Based on
estimates, the hall required about 3,000 litres of water for its toilet flushing system during weekdays
and 10,000 litres on weekends. The galvanised steel storage tank with a capacity of 100,000 litres, is
expected to fulfill 75% of the hall’s needs, said Selangor executive councillor Elizabeth Wong in her
speech during the launch of the new system with Selangor Mentri Besar Mohamed Azmin Ali.
The project is a collaboration between the Economic Planning Unit and National Hydraulic Research
Institute of Malaysia (Nahrim). Construction of the system, built at a cost of RM250,000, began in
June last year and was completed within five months. The non-potable (cannot be used for
consumption) water system is expected to address the wastage of treated water.
According to Nahrim, about one litre of treated water is flushed down the drain per toilet visit. On
days when the hall is running at full capacity, no less than 16,000 litres of clean water is flushed
down the drain. Nahrim hydraulic and instrumentation director Mohd Fauzi Mohamad pointed out
that harvesting rainwater was not new. “The practice used to be inherent in our culture. Growing up
in the kampung, I’d bathe using rainwater. But in today’s city lifestyle, it has become all too
convenient to turn on a pipe and forget where water comes from,” he said.
On water cuts which are likely to happen with the impending dry season between April and
September, Fauzi said rainwater harvesting could address the issue to a certain extent but not
totally. However, it might be worthwhile to consider the benefits from the savings aspect, which is
as much as 40%, he added. “We have been conducting studies on this since 2002. “Just by using
rainwater in our laboratory in Seri Kembangan, for example, we can save as much as RM18,000 a
month,” he said.
In addition to savings, the institute is also working towards treating rainwater to be safe for drinking.
Wong said developers are entitled to discounts under the Infrastructure Service Fund, which was
pertaining to the Green Building Index. She appealed to all sectors, including the industrial and
domestic sectors, to ration water usage to prepare for the impending dry spell. “Statistics show that
a Malaysian can use up to 200 liters of water a day. This is something to worry about. “If we are to
be a progressive state, we have to find ways to reduce wastage. However, this statistic may include
non-revenue water, so we are looking at ways to reduce this as well,” she said.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Metro/Community/2015/04/10/Green-effort-to-save-water/
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Magna Prima open to proposal for land deal
Tuesday, 7 April 2015
PETALING JAYA: No formal offer has been made by interested parties to acquire Magna Prima Bhd’s
Lai Meng School property located along Jalan Ampang, the property developer said. The company, in
response to a StarBiz article yesterday, clarified in a Bursa Malaysia announcement that interested
parties had approached it previously to acquire the piece of prime land located in the Golden
Triangle of Kuala Lumpur, but no formal offers were made. “We are always open to discuss
proposals from any party that fit into the group’s strategy, maximise shareholders’ returns and fuel
future growth,” it said.
StarBiz had earlier reported that Retirement Fund Inc (KWAP) was believed to be eyeing Magna
Prima’s Lai Meng School land in Jalan Ampang. The deal, according to sources, came about as Magna
Prima was looking to divest the 1.6ha property located close to the iconic Petronas Twin Towers.
Property valuer KGV International Property Consultants Sdn Bhd regards the property as a prime
parcel despite the cemetery located at its rear end. Sources said KWAP was bidding for the land at
the range of about RM3,300 per sq ft, which could see the government-linked investment fund
forking out at least RM376.6mil if it secured the bid.
Magna Prima had an ambitious plan to build 60-storey twin towers on the land, with a combined
gross development value of RM1.8bil. One of the towers is to comprise a mixture of serviced
apartments, a hotel and offices, while the other tower is expected to be a Grade A office building
with Green Building Index features. However, the project is said to be too big for the low-profile
property developer to handle, as large funding is required.
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2015/04/07/Magna-Prima-open-to-proposalfor-land-deal/?style=biz
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